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Central Question

What is our current understanding of 
human sacrifice in pre-Conquest 
Mexican society
…compared with historical accounts 
provided by the Spanish?

What is our current understanding of 
human sacrifice in pre-Conquest 
Mexican society?
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● Aztec human sacrifice: what even is that?

Maya? Inca? Olmec?

PART ONE: Aztec Human Sacrifice  3



Game 2 (easy): Old-World Landmarks

A. B.

C. D.C.
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Game 3: ???

A. B.

C. D.
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Game 3: ???  

A.
Pyramid B at Tollan

(Toltec)

B.
Main temple, Tlatelolco

(Tlatelolca is Aztec!)

C.
Brihadeeswarar temple 
in Thanjavur, India

(Tamil)

D.
Temple of Inscriptions, 
Palenqué

(Maya)
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Wahhh waaaaahhhhhh  

But Oscar! That building 
literally has a bell tower with 

a cross on it!
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General Ignorance  

Sorry! (Not sorry!)

But isn’t it weird that we’ve heard so little about pre-contact 
Mexican civilizations?
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Basic Info  

Text
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!! The Aztecs were not called the Aztecs !!

Real name:

MEXICA
(Meh-SHEE-ka)

https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/2020/08/04/04/14/juneteenth-5461576_960_720.png


Monaco  

😁😁😁🥰🥰🥰🥰
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Tenochtitlan and the Huey Tlatoani  

● Tenochtitlan is #1

● Each altepetl has
a tlatoani

● Tenochtitlan’s is
the huey tlatoani
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“Proud of itself
Is the city of Mexico-Tenochtitlan
Here no one fears to die in war
This is our glory
This is Your Command
Oh Giver of Life
Have this in mind, oh princes
Who would conquer Tenochtitlan?
Who could shake the foundation of heaven?” (Carrasco 32)



Founding of Tenochtitlan; Rise of the Mexica  

● In 1325: Tenochtitlan
established

● Legend: Group of elders
arrive at Lake Texcoco
and witness an omen →

● Build an altar to
Huitzilopochtli
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/c1/Huitzilopochtli_V.svg/1424px-Huitzilopochtli_V.svg.png


Rapid Expansion  

Tenochtitlan in <200 Years

1325: established
(Mound of dirt in a swamp)
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“When we arrived at the 
market[...] we were astonished 
at the multitude of people and 
quantity of merchandise and at 
the good order and control 
they had everywhere.” -Díaz 
del Castillo

“The nation had a special 
official for every activity[...] 
Everything was so well 
recorded that no detail was 
left out of the accounts. 
There were even officials in 
charge of sweeping” -Durán

1521: 200k-800k inhabitants
(Biggest city in the world)

                       Area of empire: 80,000 mi2

Mexica empire = Bigger than all of New 
England ……OR regular England!

Or almost EIGHT Massachusettses

NO WHEELS???

(NO HORSES!!!)



Ball Game (Insanely Swag)  

← Great Ball Court
(Maya) at Chichén

Itzá

“Players were often badly
bruised, and sometimes

fatally injured, by the
impact of the ball”

(Berdan 79)
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Expansion of Church  

Religion = at the top

Temple rebuilt with every
successful conquest
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/c1/Huitzilopochtli_V.svg/1424px-Huitzilopochtli_V.svg.png
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Sacrifice: Where does that come in?  19

● Okay, so what about sacrifice?
● If they’re so advanced, then 

why would they do something 
as….

● “Barbaric” as human sacrifice? Es complicado. 
Ten paciencia.



Diagram 1  

Mexica Empire 1430-1521

Mexica 
Empire

other 
territories

Mexica 
commoners

Wants: 
Ehhhh

Wants: Capture 
and sacrifice! 
Save the sun!
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Wants: 
Material 
goods

Conquer!

Expansion = 
SUCCESS



Diagram 2  

United States 1950-present

United 
States

U.S. 
Citizens
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Diagram 2  

Spanish Empire 1492-1899 (more or less)

Spanish 
Empire

other 
territories

Regular 
Europeans 
back home

Wants: 
Ehhhh

Wants: Spread 
Christianity! Save 

the savages!
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Wants: 
Material 
goods

Conquer!

Expansion = 
SUCCESS



The double standard is revealed  

Spanish = “corrupt”

Mexica = “savage”
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PART TWO: The Spanish Narrative  

● Shock value

● Gruesome details

● No nuance (obviously)

● No context
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Spain Pulls the Strings  

● We LIKE shock value -
nuance can wait

● But where does
misinformation come from?
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Quote: Camilla Townsend - “Fifth Sun”  

“The picture of the Aztecs that has emerged is bloodcurdling. The flint knives with 
their embedded eyes, the sacrificial stones, the skull racks, all leave indelible images 
in the imagination.

We moderns look at them and then invent the accompanying scene—the spoken 
words, the music, and the context.

We envision orgies of violence, like the one depicted in the film Apocalypto. 
Textbooks present these same images and teach young people that the nobler 
native peoples were waiting to be released from a regime of such cruelty” 
(Townsend 28).
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Remember this?
“[...]The Road of Progress Must Be Cut” –Keppler, 1902

(Different context, similar idea— Mission of Civilization + savior complex)



Quote: Camilla Townsend - “Fifth Sun” 27



Spain Activities I 28



Spain Activities II 29



Spain Activities III 30



The birth of the cult of Huitzilopochtli

This was his real outfit, be nice
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Tlacaélel“The technical elevation of Huitzilopochtli to divine and celestial status, 
as a feat and an event, was intimately connected with the burning of 
Aztec tribal records demanded by Tlacaelel when it all began.

Itzcoatl's incendiarism is recorded clearly enough by Sahagún's 
Informants. And so are the motives for it: that the paintings [...] could 
undermine authority. That is, the sons of an oppressed tribe wandering 
towards and around the Valley of Mexico, poorly clad and insignificant, 
had become conscious now of their new status after the political 
and military successes of the 1430s” (Brotherston 160).

https://live.staticflickr.com/4352/36797722792_34fe961c33_b.jpg


Sacrifice as Political Demonstration

“It was to intimidate the visitors. It 
was to intimidate kings from other 
areas [...] so that they knew that 
Ahuizotl was lord of the land [for 
example]… This was a religious 
event, but it had a political agenda 
attached to it.”

Dr. Frances Berdan, CSUSB
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Mexica Empire 1430-1521

Mexica 
Empire

other 
territories

Mexica 
commoners

Wants: 
Ehhhh

Wants: Capture 
and sacrifice! 
Save the sun!

Wants: 
Material 
goods

Conquer!

Expansion = 
SUCCESS



PART THREE: Project

Recap:
● 1325: Tenochtitlan founded (probably)
● 1430: Mexica Empire (Triple Alliance) established

○ Records burnt, national identity invented
○ Emphasis on war, Huitzilopochtli = number 1

● 1519: Spanish arrive
● 1521: Spanish take Tenochtitlan

○ Mexica empire falls (RIP to a real one)
○ New Spain established
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PART THREE: Project 34

https://www.maxpixel.net/static/photo/1x/Cooperate-Cooperation-Reaching-Helping-Out-40805.png


My Project (What is it?)

● Use what I had learned
● Make something creative
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My Project (real)

Listen
Aztec sacrifice was ritualistic
It was political, they didn’t think
That the world would end
Yeah, murder
They would kill a whole lot of warriors
Because they wanted to scare off the kings 
Of other altepeme
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Sacrifice, in Tenochtitlan
Sacred fights with Tlaxcala
Capturing the warriors
I can't blame them, no, no
Sacrifice in front of all
Playing Aztec game of ball
They would risk it all
I can't blame them, no, no

Drake_Passionfruit_Instrumental.mp3



My Project

● Spanish propaganda
● Unlikely parallels between Mexico + Spain
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Poster 1: La Muerte 38



Poster 2: Los Gladiadores 39



Poster 3: Los Ídolos 40



The Website 41



Thank you!

thank you for inspiring me
lil wayne
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Any Questions?


